
The MALONE Tedd-Air rotary tedder range enables the farmer 
& contractor to increase the dry-ma� er content in your crops 
quickly by speeding up the drying process. By doing so, you 
infl uence the consistency and the quality of your silage. The 
MALONE Tedd-Air range has a “Double Hook-Tine” design which 
enables the user to obtain more capacity while ensuring the 
forage remains free from soil contamina� on.

The ‘Tedd-Air 570” & the “Tedd-Air 840” are specially designed 
for forage tedding and spreading by means of rota� ng spring 
� nes (double hook � nes) a� ached to rotors. Forward angled 
rotors allow the spring � nes to gently collect, turn and lay 
the forage behind the machine. Airing and even tedding, 
accelerates the drying process. The need for extended drying 
� me and dependency on spells of good weather is reduced to 
preserve valuable dry ma� er diges� bility (DMD). The tedder 
is constructed with support wheels so that the height of each 
rotor remains constant to the working surface; this allows the 
MALONE tedder to collect the forage cleanly and consistently 
and permits effi  cient opera� on on sloping or rough terrain. The 
spring � nes are made of high quality steel and fi xed in a manner 
that enables spring fl exibility.

Models available come in a; 4 Rotor 5.7m & 6 Rotor 8.4 m 
working width to cover two or three 3.1m formed swaths. The 
Tedd-Airhas a robust design, well suited to tough terrain and 
working condi� ons. The Tedd-Air follows the contours of the 
ground closely with an excellent, consistent and even spread, 
ensuring a quality wilt.

MALONE off ers high-quality and dependable tedders. These 
machines stand out for high-quality work and features such as 
the; Hydraulic accumulators / stabilisa� on & maintenance-free 
liquid grease rotor gear-boxes.

The MALONE Tedd-Air features Central Mechanical Headland 
Management and easily adjustable height func� on. A unique 
closed circuit hydraulic stabilisa� on system allows steering, 
reduces wear, movement and pressure on both Tedder and 
Tractor. The Tedd-Air machines also come complete with a spare 
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The Malone Farm Machinery Side-Tilt Post Driver can quickly drive the 
biggest of strainers and gate posts in the toughest of ground condi� ons. 
It is engineered to eliminate ground digging & drilling. The frame is made 
of H-iron beam to provide strength, durability and a long working life.

Features include; Heaviest hammer weight available on the market as 
standard at 350kgs, steel-wire rope, side � lt adjustment and hydraulic
top-link.

It’s an ideal machine for cost-conscious farmers and contractors who 
need the strength and hammer weight of a larger machine to drive larger 
posts & straining posts, while having the simplicity and cost-eff ec� veness 
of a smaller machine.

This is a high-impact machine that will drive the heaviest of straining 
and gate posts with ease and can readily be operated by one person. 
A 3-lever control chest valve enables the post driver to move smoothly 
le�  and right, (Side-Tilt/Levelling) forward and back (Hydraulic Top-Link). 
This 360-degree movement makes easy work of placing posts, even on 
steep inclines and uneven ground.

Opera� on  The steel wire rope is hoisted / tensioned by the hydraulic 
ram thus moving the hammer up. As the 350-kg hammer is released, it 
impacts the rubber protected hat, thus driving the fence post. Posts are 
driven straight to ground, protected & secured by the special spiked hat.

The Malone Post driver is equipped with safety guards and is CE Safety 
approved.

SIDE-TILT POST DRIVER
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